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Abstract
In this paper we consider a parametrized family of linear inequality systems whose coef-
ficients depend continuously on a parameter ranging in an arbitrary metric space. We analyze
the lower semicontinuity (lsc) of the feasible set mapping in terms of the so-called carrier
index set, consisting of those indices whose associated inequalities are satisfied as equalities
at every feasible point. This concept, which leads to a weakened Slater condition, allows us
to characterize the lsc of the feasible set mapping in terms of certain convex combinations of
the coefficient vectors associated with the carrier indices. This property entails the lsc of the
carrier feasible set mapping, assigning to each parameter the affine hull of the feasible set,
which is also analyzed in this paper. The last section is concerned with the semi-infinite case.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider a parametric family of systems, in Rn, given by
σθ :=
{
ai(θ)
′x  bi(θ), i ∈ M
}
, (1.1)
where θ runs over a metric space (, d), y′ denotes the transpose of y ∈ Rn, and
M := {1, 2, . . . , m} is a finite index set. We assume that ai(·) and bi(·) are continu-
ous functions on , for each i ∈ M. Our approach to the stability of the feasible set
at a fixed parameter, θ∗, is focused on the lower semicontinuity of the feasible set
mapping, F : ⇒Rn, which assigns to each parameter θ the feasible set of σθ . By
Fc we denote the restriction of F to the set of consistent parameters, c, given by
c := {θ ∈  |F(θ) /= ∅}.
Zlobec, in [11], provides different necessary conditions for the lower semicon-
tinuity of Fc at a system written in the canonical form, in terms of the minimal
set of active variables, which in our context can be translated into the carrier index
set. Section 3 is devoted to introduce these concepts and to analyze the relationship
between them. In [8] the theory developed in [11] is extended to the convex case. See
also [12] for further theory about stability in parametric programming. Specifically,
[12, Theorem 7.16] characterizes the lower semicontinuity of F in terms of a new
feasible set mapping concerning carrier indices.
It is well known that the fulfillment of the Slater condition is sufficient for the
lower semicontinuity ofF at θ∗ ∈ c. Section 4 provides a necessary and sufficient
condition for this property when the Slater condition fails, whose starting point com-
bines the concept of carrier index set with the characterization of the Slater condition
given in [5, Theorem 3.1(v)]. This result provides a new perspective of [12, Theorem
7.16] through the corresponding family of characteristic cones. The same section
also presents a sufficient condition for the lower semicontinuity of Fc in terms of
the rank of the coefficient vectors associated to carrier indices at the nominal value
of the parameter. Section 5 presents some necessary conditions for the lower semi-
continuity of the feasible set mapping involving the stability of the so-called carrier
feasible set mapping. The last section analyzes the possible extension of the results
given in the previous sections to the semi-infinite case.
2. Preliminaries
This section collects some definitions and results needed in the sequel. Through-
out the paper we use the following notation. Given ∅ /=X⊂Rp, by conv(X), cone(X),
span(X) and X⊥ we denote the convex hull of X, the conical convex hull of X, the
linear hull of X, and the linear subspace of vectors orthogonal toX, respectively. It is
assumed that cone(X) always contains the zero-vector, 0p, and, so, cone(∅) = {0p}.
The Euclidean norm of x ∈ Rp will be ‖x‖, and the associated unit open ball will
be represented by B. From the topological side, if X is a subset of any topological
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space, int(X), cl(X) and bd(X) represent the interior, the closure and the boundary
of X, respectively. Finally, limr should be interpreted as limr→∞, and {zr} is used to
represent a sequence.
If {Xr} is a sequence of non-empty sets in a metric space, lim infr Xr (lim supr Xr)
is the set of all the limits (cluster points) of all the possible sequences {xr}, xr ∈
Xr, r = 1, 2, . . . , and it can be characterized as the set of points x such that every
neighborhood of x intersects all the sets Xr except a finite number of them (intersects
infinitely many sets Xr). It is said that {Xr} converges to X, in the Painlevè–Kura-
towski sense (see, for instance [7]) if X = lim infr Xr = lim supr Xr . In this case we
write X = limr Xr .
Given two topological spaces,Y andZ, a set-valued mappingS : Y⇒Z is said
to be lower semicontinuous (lsc, for short) at y ∈ Y if, for each open set W ⊂Z
such that W ∩S(y) /= ∅, there exists an open set U ⊂ Y, containing y, such that
W ∩S(y1) /= ∅ for each y1 ∈ U .
We recall the following result which can be found in [1, Lemma 6.2] and that uses
nets. It will be applied in the context of metric spaces, whose topology can obviously
be described by means of sequences.
Lemma 2.1. LetY andZ be two metric spaces, S : Y⇒Z be a set-valued map-
ping, and consider y ∈ Y such that S(y) /= ∅. Then, S is lsc at y if and only if,
whenever {yr} is a sequence convergent to y, there exists some r0 ∈ N such that
S(yr) /= ∅ for r  r0 and we have S(y) ⊂ lim infrr0 S(yr ).
The following theorem provides a characterization of the lower semicontinuity of
F at θ∗, taken out from [2, Theorem 5.1]. That paper deals with the semi-infinite
case, assuming no structure for the index set. In order to avoid changes of nota-
tion, in the following theorem we can think that M is an arbitrary (possibly infinite)
index set. Here Q(θ) and K(θ) denote, respectively, the second moment cone and
the characteristic cone of σθ , given, respectively, by
Q(θ) := cone
({(
ai(θ)
bi(θ)
)
, i ∈ M
})
,
K(θ) := cone
({(
ai(θ)
bi(θ)
)
, i ∈ M;
(
0n
−1
)})
.
First, we present a technical lemma [2, Lemma 5.1] which, besides underlying the
referred theorem, will be directly applied later.
Lemma 2.2. Let {θr} ⊂ c. One has
lim inf
r
F(θr ) =
{
x ∈ Rn
∣∣∣∣ a′x  b, (ab
)
∈ lim sup
r
K(θr )
}
.
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Theorem 2.1. Let θ∗ ∈ c. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) F is lsc at θ∗;
(ii) For each sequence {θr} ⊂  converging to θ∗, we have lim suprK(θr ) ⊂
cl(K(θ∗));
(iii) For each sequence {θr} ⊂  converging to θ∗, we have lim supr Q(θr ) ⊂
cl(K(θ∗)).
Note that, when M is finite, all the cones involved are closed.
In the rest of this section we shall refer to the consistent system σ := {a′ix 
bi, i ∈ M}, where M is again a finite index set. We say that σ satisfies the so-
called Slater condition if there exists x ∈ Rn such that a′ix > bi for all i ∈ M (x is
called an S-element of σ ). The following result, derived from [5, Theorem 3.1(v)],
characterizes the fulfillment of the Slater condition, and it is a consequence of the
Gordan’s alternative theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) σ satisfies the Slater condition;
(ii) 0n+1 /∈ conv
({(
ai
bi
)
, i ∈ M
})
.
Finally, we say that a′x  b is a consequence of σ if it is satisfied at each point
of its solution set, F ; i.e., a′z  b for every z ∈ F . The so-called non-homogeneous
Farkas Lemma [10] characterizes the linear inequalities a′x  b which are conse-
quences of σ as those satisfying(
a
b
)
∈ cone
({(
ai
bi
)
, i ∈ M;
(
0n
−1
)})
.
In other words, a′x  b is a consequence of σ if and only if there exist λ =
(λi)i∈M ∈ RM+ and µ ∈ R+ (i.e., λi, µ are non-negative) such that(
a
b
)
=
∑
i∈Mλi
(
ai
bi
)
+ µ
(
0n
−1
)
.
In the semi-infinite case, the set formed by the coefficient vectors of all the conse-
quences of a consistent system coincides with the closure of its characteristic cone.
3. Carrier index set
Let us consider the parametrized system, in Rp, written in the canonical form,
σ˜θ :=
{
A(θ)x = b(θ), x  0p
}
,
where A(θ) ∈ Rm×p, b(θ) ∈ Rm,m  p and θ ∈ . We shall assume that A(·) and
b(·) depend continuously on θ, and rank(A(θ∗)) = m at a given θ∗ ∈ c, which
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is the nominal value of the parameter. In this context, F˜ : ⇒Rn will denote
the feasible set mapping; i.e., F˜(θ) will be the solution set of σ˜θ , for each θ ∈ .
Following the notation of [11], for each θ ∈ c, N˜=(θ) will represent the minimal
set of active variables of σ˜θ defined by
N˜=(θ) := {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} | xi = 0 for all x ∈ F˜ (θ)} .
Here we recall a necessary condition for the lower semicontinuity of F˜c := F˜|c at
θ∗ ∈ c established in this paper.
Proposition 3.1 [11, Corollary 3.2]. If F˜c is lsc at θ∗ ∈ c, then there exists a
neighborhood of θ∗, U, such that N˜=(θ) ⊂ N˜=(θ∗) for all θ ∈ U ∩c.
Our next step consists of adapting the previous framework to the parametric fam-
ily of linear inequality systems (1.1). For each θ ∈ , we can associate the system
σθ := {ai(θ)′x  bi(θ), i ∈ M}, in Rn, with a new system σ˜θ , in Rm+2n, written in
the canonical form by introducing slack variables, hi, i ∈ M, in the usual way; i.e.,
σ˜θ :=
{− hi + ai(θ)′(y − z) = bi(θ), i ∈ M; h = (hi)i∈M  0m;
y  0n, z  0n
}
. (3.1)
If A(θ) is the matrix whose rows are ai(θ)′, 1  i  m, and b(θ) := (bi(θ))i∈M ,
then it can easily be checked that
F˜(θ) =

A(θ)x − b(θ)x+ + w
x− + w
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x ∈F(θ), w  0n
 ,
where x+ denotes the (coordinate by coordinate) maximum of x and 0n, and x− =
(−x)+.
The following proposition allows us to develop the stability theory of the feasible
set in the context of systems (1.1). In it, the elements of F˜(θ), θ ∈ c, will be
written in the form (h, y, z).
Proposition 3.2. Let θ∗ ∈ c. Then F is lsc at θ∗ if and only if F˜ is lsc at θ∗.
Proof. Assume thatF is lsc at θ∗ and let us see that F˜ is also lsc at θ∗. By Lemma
2.1, this is equivalent to prove that, for each (h, y, z) ∈ F˜(θ∗) and each {θr} ⊂ 
converging to θ∗, there exist r0 ∈ N such that θr ∈ c, for r  r0, and a sequence
{(hr , yr , zr )}rr0 converging to (h, y, z), with (hr , yr , zr ) ∈ F˜(θr ), r  r0. The
existence of r0 is guaranteed by the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗. Moreover,
x := y − z ∈F(θ∗). Hence, the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗ entails the exis-
tence of a sequence {xr}rr0 converging to x, with xr ∈F(θr ) for r  r0. Then, it
will be enough to take
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hr := A(θr)xr − b(θr), yr := y + (xr − x)+,
zr := z+ (xr − x)−, r  r0.
Conversely, assume that F˜ is lsc at θ∗, and let {θr} ⊂  converging to θ∗ and
x ∈F(θ∗). Taking h := A(θ∗)x − b(θ∗), y := x+ and z := x−, we apply the cur-
rent hypothesis in order to find the corresponding sequences {hr}, {yr}, {zr} (defined
for r  r0). Define xr := yr − zr , r  r0. In such a way we find a sequence {xr }rr0
converging to x, with xr ∈F(θr ), r  r0. Thus, F is lsc at θ∗. 
Remark 3.1. We can replaceF and F˜ byFc and F˜c, respectively, in the previous
proposition by means of considering c as parameter space.
Now, we translate the concept of minimal set of active variables into the context
of the linear inequality systems introduced in (1.1).
Definition 3.1. The carrier index set associated with θ ∈ ,M=(θ), is given by
M=(θ) := {i ∈ M | ai(θ)′x = bi(θ) for all x ∈F(θ)} .
When θ ∈ \c we shall consider M= (θ) = M.
The following definition is motivated by Proposition 3.1.
Definition 3.2. Given the parametrized system σθ = {ai(θ)′x  bi(θ), i ∈ M}, θ ∈
, we say that θ∗ ∈ c satisfies the Z-condition if there exists a neighborhood of
θ∗, U, such that M=(θ) ⊂M=(θ∗) for all θ ∈ U ∩c.
Note that, with the notation introduced above, and because of the possibility of
taking w > 0n, we have M=(θ) = N˜=(θ), and, so, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 allow
us to state the following corollary, which can also be obtained as a consequence of
[12, Theorem 7.14].
Corollary 3.1. Let θ∗ ∈ c. If Fc is lsc at θ∗, then θ∗ satisfies the Z-condition.
The following example, inspired by Zlobec [11, Example 3.6], shows that the
converse statement does not hold.
Example 3.1. Let us consider, for θ ∈  = R, the system
σθ =

θ2x1 − x2  θ2 (i = 1),
−θ2x1 + x2  −θ2 (i = 2),
x1  0 (i = 3),
x2  0 (i = 4).
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It is immediate that Fc (=F) is not lsc at θ∗ = 0, since (02 + B) ∩F(θ) = ∅
for all θ /= 0. However, M=(θ∗) = {1, 2, 4} while M=(θ) = {1, 2} for all θ /= 0.
Roughly speaking, we can note that those indices i ∈ M\M=(θ∗) do not consti-
tute an obstacle for the lower semicontinuity of Fc at θ∗ ∈ c. On the other hand,
the indices i ∈M=(θ∗)\M=(θ), for θ close to θ∗, should receive a special attention.
In fact, in the previous example, if we eliminate the fourth constraint, the resulting
feasible set mapping is lsc at θ∗ = 0.
Next, we are going to establish a technical result which provides a necessary
condition for the lower semicontinuity ofFc at θ∗ ∈ c, and avoids the situation in
the previous example. Firstly, we need the following lemma, where d(x,X) denotes
the Euclidean distance between the point x and the subset X in Rn.
Lemma 3.1. Let us consider the consistent system, in Rn, {a′0x  b0; a′ix = bi,
1  i  q}, whose solution set is denoted by G. If x˜ ∈ {x ∈ Rn | a′ix = bi, 1 
i  q}\G, then,
d(˜x,G) = b0 − a
′
0x˜
‖p0‖ ,
where p0 is the orthogonal projection of a0 on {a1, . . . , aq}⊥.
Proof. It can easily be realized that, under the current assumption, p0 /= 0n. Other-
wise, a0 ∈ span({a1, . . . , aq}), and the consistence of the system {a′0x = b0; a′ix =
bi, 1  i  q} yields the contradiction(
a0
b0
)
∈ span
({(
a1
b1
)
, . . . ,
(
aq
bq
)})
.
Let {v1, v2, . . . , vk} be an orthonormal basis of
{
a1, . . . , aq
}⊥
. So, the affine
manifold S := {x ∈ Rn | a′ix = bi, 1  i  q} coincides with the set {x ∈ Rn | x =
x˜ +∑kj=1 yjvj , yj ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , k} (S − x˜ and Rk are isometric).
In terms of the new y-coordinates, the constraint a′0x  b0 reads
∑k
j=1(a′0vj )yj 
b0 − a′0x˜. In this way, our original problem has been translated into the following
one, posed in Rk: we have to determine the distance of the new origin 0k to the
hyperplane
∑k
j=1(a′0vj )yj = b0 − a′0x˜. Then, it is well known that such a distance is
b0 − a′0x˜√∑k
j=1(a′0vj )2
= b0 − a
′
0x˜
‖p0‖ ,
since {a′0vj , j = 1, 2, . . . , k} are the coordinates of p0 respect to the considered
basis. 
Hereafter we shall refer to the carrier feasible set mapping,F= : ⇒Rn, which
assigns to each θ ∈  the affine hull of the solution set F(θ); i.e.,
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F=(θ) := {x ∈ Rn | ai(θ)′x = bi(θ), i ∈M=(θ)} .
Obviously, F=(θ) = Rn if M=(θ) = ∅. When θ ∈ \c, we have F=(θ) = ∅.
Theorem 3.1. Let θ∗ ∈ c, and consider a sequence {θr}r∈N ⊂ c converging
to θ∗. Suppose that M=(θ∗)\M=(θr ) /= ∅, r = 1, 2, . . . , and take ir ∈M=
(θ∗)\M=(θr ), for each r. Assume the existence of a sequence {xr}r∈N, xr ∈F=(θr ),
which converges to certain x˜ ∈F(θ∗), and such that air (θr )′xr < bir (θr ) for all
r ∈ N. Then, the lower semicontinuity of Fc at θ∗ entails the equality
lim
r
bir (θr )− air (θr )′xr
‖pr‖ = 0,
where pr is the orthogonal projection of air (θr ) on {ai(θr ), i ∈M=(θr )}⊥.
Before presenting the proof let us observe that, once again, if pr = 0n, then one
has air (θr ) ∈ span{ai(θr ), i ∈M=(θr )}. Since the system{
ai(θr )
′x = bi(θr ), i ∈M=(θr ) ∪ {ir }
}
is consistent (there exists a solution in the segment determined by xr and any x ∈
F(θr )), we conclude that(
air (θr )
bir (θr )
)
∈ span
{(
ai(θr )
bi(θr )
)
, i ∈M=(θr )
}
and, consequently, ir ∈M=(θr ), which represents a contradiction.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction, assuming that Fc is lsc at θ∗ and, at the same
time, the statement of the theorem does not hold. We can write without loss of gen-
erality (taking a subsequence) that, for a certain ε > 0,
bir (θr )− air (θr )′xr
‖pr‖  ε, r ∈ N.
The formula in the left-hand side gives, according to the previous lemma, the dis-
tance of xr to the set
F=(θr ) ∩
{
x ∈ Rn | air (θr )′x  bir (θr )
} ⊃F(θr ).
Therefore, d(xr ,F(θr ))  ε, r = 1, 2, . . . . Hence, the triangular inequality yields
the existence of r0 ∈ N such that d(˜x,F(θr ))  ε/2 for every r  r0, which con-
tradicts the lower semicontinuity of Fc at θ∗. 
Note that the concept of distance from a point to a set can directly be used for
characterizing the lower semicontinuity of a generic set-valued mapping between
metric spaces (see, for instance [3, Lemma 2]).
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The following example shows that the last condition is not sufficient for the lower
semicontinuity of Fc at θ∗ ∈ c.
Example 3.2. Let us consider, for θ ∈  = R, the system, in R2,
σθ =
{
θ2x1 − x2  0, θ2x1 + x2  0
}
.
We have F(0) =F=(0) = R×{0}, whereas x1  0 is a consequence of σθ for
θ /= 0. Thus, Fc =F is not lsc at θ∗ = 0. On the other hand, M=(0) = {1, 2}
and M=(θ) = ∅ (and, hence, F=(θ) = R2), for every θ /= 0. Now, take arbitrary
sequences {θr }, {ir} and {xr }, and a point x˜ ∈F(0), all together verifying the as-
sumptions of Theorem 3.1. It can easily be checked that limr {bir (θr )− air (θr )′xr} =
limr {−θrxr1 ± xr2} = 0, since θr → 0 and xr → x˜ = (˜x1, 0)′. At the same time,
‖pr‖ = √θ2r + 1, r=1, 2, . . . , and, consequently,
lim
r
bir (θr )− air (θr )′xr
‖pr‖ = 0.
4. Stability of the feasible set mapping
Given θ∗ ∈ c, and according to [12, p. 109], we consider the set-valued mapping
F=∗ : ⇒Rn given by
F=∗ (θ) =
{
x ∈ Rn | ai(θ)′x  bi(θ) for all i ∈M=(θ∗)
}
, θ ∈ .
Note thatF=∗ (θ) ⊃F(θ) for all θ ∈ . The following theorem, which is a straight-
forward consequence of [12, Theorem 7.16], characterizes the lower semicontinuity
of F at θ∗ ∈ c in terms of this new mapping.
Theorem 4.1. F is lsc at θ∗ ∈ c if and only if, for every sequence {θr} ⊂  con-
verging to θ∗, there exists r0 ∈ N such that
F(θ∗) ⊂ lim inf
rr0
F=∗ (θr ).
As a consequence of this theorem, together with Lemma 2.1, the lower semicon-
tinuity of F=∗ at θ∗ ∈ c implies the same property for F. The converse statement
does not hold (see, for instance [12, Example 7.27]).
On the other hand, it is well known that the fulfillment of the Slater condition
is sufficient for the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗ ∈ c (see, for instance, [11,
Corollary 3.4] or [5, Theorem 3.1]). If σθ∗ does not satisfy the Slater condition (i.e.,
M=(θ∗) /= ∅), we can consider a weakened version of this condition. We say that
x ∈ Rn is a relative S-element (rS-element, in brief) of σθ∗ , θ∗ ∈ c, if
ai(θ
∗)′x > bi(θ∗) for all i ∈ M\M=(θ∗),
ai(θ
∗)′x = bi(θ∗) for all i ∈M=(θ∗).
(When M=(θ∗) = ∅, x is an ordinary Slater element of σθ∗ .)
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It is immediate that the set of rS-elements of σθ∗ , with θ∗ ∈ c, is non-empty,
and its closure is F(θ∗) (see [4, Theorem 5.1]).
Theorem 4.2. Let θ∗ ∈ c, with M=(θ∗) /= ∅. Assume the existence of a neigh-
borhood of θ∗, U, such that
rank({ai(θ), i ∈M=(θ∗)})  rank({ai(θ∗), i ∈M=(θ∗)}),
for all θ ∈ U ∩c. Then, Fc is lsc at θ∗.
Proof. Actually, we shall prove that, given any rS-element x of σθ∗ and any se-
quence {θr } ⊂ c converging to θ∗, there will exist a sequence {xr}, xr ∈F(θr ), r =
1, 2, . . . , which converges to x. Then, for any arbitrary feasible point x˜ ∈F(θ∗),
we shall take a sequence of rS-elements {xr} converging to x˜, and a diagonal process
will be applied.
In order to simplify the notation, let k := rank({ai(θ∗), i ∈M=(θ∗)}). First,
we analyze the case k  1 and assume, without loss of generality (renumbering
the constraints, if necessary), that {a1(θ∗), a2(θ∗), . . . , ak(θ∗)} is a linearly inde-
pendent set, where {1, 2, . . . , k, k + 1, . . . , p} =M=(θ∗). Let r0 ∈ N be such that
rank{a1(θr ), a2(θr ), . . . , ak(θr )} = k for all r  r0.
For each r  r0 let yr be a feasible point of the system {ai(θr )′x  bi(θr ) , 1 
i  p}, and let xr be the best approximation of x in the affine manifold determined
by the equality system
{ai(θr )′x = ai(θr )′yr , 1  i  k}. (4.1)
Note that the equalities in the system
{ai(θr )′x = ai(θr )′yr , k + 1  i  p}, (4.2)
are consequences of (4.1), since the system formed by (4.1) and (4.2) is consistent (yr
is a solution) and the rank of its coefficient matrix is k, the same as in the coefficient
matrix of (4.1). The Euclidean distance between x and xr , r  r0, is given by
‖xr − x‖ =
√
(A(θr)yr − A(θr)x)′(A(θr)A(θr)′)−1(A(θr)yr − A(θr)x),
(4.3)
where A(θr) is the coefficient matrix of the system (4.1); i.e., the ith row of A(θr) is
ai(θr )
′, 1  i  k.
Our aim at this moment is to prove that limrr0 xr = x, for which it will be suffi-
cient to prove that limrr0(A(θr)yr − A(θr)x) = 0k, that is itself equivalent to
lim
rr0
ai(θr )
′yr = bi(θ∗) for all i = 1, . . . , k.
The choice of yr guaranties that ai(θr )′yr  bi(θr ), for all r  r0. We look for a
bound in the opposite direction in order to apply the ‘sandwich rule’.
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By virtue of Farkas Lemma, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p} there exist λi ∈ Rp+ and µi 
0 such that
−
(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ∗)
)
=
p∑
j=1
λij
(
aj (θ
∗)
bj (θ∗)
)
+ µi
(
0n
−1
)
. (4.4)
By means of multiplying both members in (4.4) by ( x−1), and given that ai(θ∗)′x =
bi(θ
∗), we conclude that µi = 0, for i = 1, . . . , p. Adding now(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ
∗)
)
to both members in (4.4), for each i, and adding then, member by member, the re-
sulting expressions for i = 1, 2, . . . , p, one gets
0n+1 =
p∑
j=1
λj
(
aj (θ
∗)
bj (θ∗)
)
, (4.5)
with λj := 1 +∑pi=1 λij > 0.
If now we fix i ∈ {1, . . . , k} (in the following notation, for some of the elements
which appear we obviate the dependence from the index i), it is evident that (4.5)
allows to write
−
(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ∗)
)
=
p∑
j=1
αj
(
aj (θ
∗)
bj (θ∗)
)
(4.6)
with αj > 0 for all j = 1, . . . , p (adding, for instance,
−λi
2
(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ
∗)
)
to both members in (4.5) and multiplying them by 2/λi). In particular, considering
only the first n coordinates, we have
−ai(θ∗) =
p∑
j=1
αjaj (θ
∗). (4.7)
We shall check that there exists an expression analogous to (4.7) for θr , r  r0;
in fact, there will exist αrj > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , p, such that
−ai(θr ) =
p∑
j=1
αrj aj (θr ). (4.8)
To do this, we write (4.7) in matrix form:
−ai(θ∗) = B(θ∗)αB +N(θ∗)αN, (4.9)
where the columns of B(θ∗) and N(θ∗) are, in the following order, a1(θ∗), . . . ,
ak(θ
∗), and ak+1(θ∗), . . . , ap(θ∗), respectively, and where αB and αN are the
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column-matrices constituted by α1, . . . , αk, and αk+1, . . . , αp, respectively. From
(4.9) we deduce that
αB = −(B(θ∗)′B(θ∗))−1B(θ∗)′(ai(θ∗)+N(θ∗)αN). (4.10)
Define, then,
αrN := αN, αrB := −(B(θr)′B(θr))−1B(θr)′(ai(θr )+N(θr)αN), (4.11)
where B(θr) and N(θr) are defined in the obvious way. Now we have to check that
the αr1, . . . , α
r
p defined in (4.11) satisfy (4.8), since, we only know that (4.10) is a
necessary condition for (4.9). Substituting (4.11) in (4.8) we see that the former is
satisfied if
B(θr)(B(θr)
′B(θr))−1B(θr)′ai(θr )=ai(θr ),
B(θr)(B(θr)
′B(θr))−1B(θr)′N(θr)=N(θr).
The first of these equalities is the expression resulting of considering the ith col-
umn in the evident statement B(θr)(B(θr)′B(θr))−1B(θr)′B(θr)=B(θr), while the
second is deduced from the first one, once we know that the columns in N(θr) are
linearly dependent from the ones in B(θr).
We have established, hence (4.8), and it is immediate that the αr1, . . . , αrp appear-
ing there are positive for r  r0 if r0 is large enough, since limrr0 αrj = αj for each
j = 1, . . . , p.
At this moment, we are able to find the aimed bound we were looking for in
previous paragraphs. Let us start realizing that−ai(θr )′x ∑pj=1 αrj bj (θr ) is a con-
sequence of {aj (θr )′x  bj (θr ), 1  j  p}, provided that
p∑
j=1
αrj
(
aj (θr )
bj (θr )
)
=
( −ai(θr )∑p
j=1 αrj bj (θr )
)
.
Moreover,
lim
rr0
p∑
j=1
αrj bj (θr ) =
p∑
j=1
αjbj (θ
∗) = −bi(θ∗)
because of (4.6). So, one has
bi(θr )  ai(θr )′yr  −
p∑
j=1
αrj bj (θr ),
where the two expressions in the extreme members converge to bi(θ∗), which proves
that limrr0 ai(θr )′yr = bi(θ∗); and, hence, that limrr0 xr = x, as we aimed to
prove.
On the other hand, if i = p + 1, . . . , m, one has ai(θ∗)′x > bi(θ∗). By continu-
ity, and since {xr }rr0 converges to x, we conclude for r0 conveniently large
ai(θr )
′xr  bi(θr ), i = p + 1, . . . , m, r  r0.
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Thus, we are sure that xr ∈F(θr ), r  r0. Now we can complete the sequence by
arbitrarily choosing xr for r < r0.
Finally, we shall analyze the case k = 0. This means
i ∈M=(θ∗) ⇒ ai(θ∗) = 0n and bi(θ∗) = 0.
So, if r is large enough to guarantee θr ∈ U, the hypothesis, together with the con-
sistency of θr , will entail
i ∈M=(θ∗)⇒ ai(θr ) = 0n and bi(θr )  0.
This allows to take xr = x ∈F(θr ), if r is sufficiently large. 
The next example shows that the converse statement in the previous theorem does
not hold.
Example 4.1. Let us consider the parametric family of systems, in R2, given by
σθ =

θ2x1 − x2  0,
θ2x1 + x2  0,
x1  0,
θ ∈  := R.
Note that F(0) ⊂F(θ) for all θ ∈ , hence Fc (=F) is lsc at θ∗ = 0. However,
M=(0) = {1, 2} and rank({ai(0), i ∈M=(0)})=1,while, for all θ /= 0, rank({ai(θ),
i ∈M=(0)}) = 2.
Observe that the previous example has been obtained from Example 3.2 by means
of adding the constraint x1  0, which is a consequence of the remaining ones for
θ /= 0, but is not a consequence of them for θ = 0. This is the key fact which makes
Fc fail to be lsc at θ = 0 in Example 3.2, while it is not the case in the current one.
In both examples one has
1
2
(
a1(θ)
b1(θ)
)
+ 1
2
(
a2(θ)
b2(θ)
)
= 1
2
(θ2,−1, 0)′ + 1
2
(θ2, 1, 0)′ = (θ2, 0, 0)′,
(4.12)
which gives rise to the inequality x1  0 for θ /= 0 and the trivial one (0  0) for
θ = 0.
At this moment, we underline the fact that the indices involved in (4.12) are carrier
indices for θ = 0.
In the following paragraphs we isolate the ‘pathology’ of this example in order to
provide a characterization for the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗ when the Slater
condition does not hold at σθ∗ (i.e., M=(θ∗) /= ∅).
So, assume that θ∗ ∈ c and M=(θ∗) /= ∅. Thus, by Theorem 2.2,
0n+1 ∈ conv
({(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ
∗)
)
, i ∈ M
})
.
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In fact, we have
0n+1 ∈ conv
({(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ∗)
)
, i ∈M=(θ∗)
})
.
To prove this, let λ = (λi)i∈M ∈ RM+ such that
∑
i∈M λi = 1 and
0n+1 =
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λi
(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ∗)
)
+
∑
i∈M\M=(θ∗)
λi
(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ∗)
)
.
Then, multiplying both sides by
(
x
−1
)
, where x is an rS-element of σθ∗ , we get
0 =
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λi(ai(θ
∗)′x − bi(θ∗))+
∑
i∈M\M=(θ∗)
λi(ai(θ
∗)′x − bi(θ∗))
and the choice of x leads us to λi = 0 for all i ∈ M\M=(θ∗).
In order to characterize the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗ (under the current
hypothesis), we shall need the following technical definition.
Definition 4.1. Let θ∗ ∈ c such that M=(θ∗) /= ∅. Then, we define
θ∗ =
{
(λi)i∈M=(θ∗) ∈ RM
=(θ∗)
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈M=(θ∗) λi = 1, and
0n+1 =∑i∈M=(θ∗) λi(ai (θ∗)bi (θ∗))
}
.
The previous comments guarantee that θ∗ /= ∅.
Theorem 4.3. Let θ∗ ∈ c and assume M=(θ∗) /= ∅. Then, F is lsc at θ∗ if and
only if, for all sequence {θr} ⊂  converging to θ∗, the characteristic cone K(θ∗)
contains all the elements
(
u
v
)
in the form(
u
v
)
= lim
r
αr
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λri
(
ai(θr )
bi(θr )
)
,
where αr→+∞ and {(λri )i∈M=(θ∗)}r∈N converges, in RM
=(θ∗), to some (λi)i∈M=(θ∗)
∈ θ∗ .
Proof. The ‘only if’ part is immediate from Theorem 2.1. In fact, if F is lsc at θ∗,
for any {θr } converging to θ∗, and any
(
u
v
)
in the conditions stated above, we have(
u
v
) ∈ lim suprK(θr ) ⊂K(θ∗).
For the ‘if’ part it will be sufficient to prove that, for every sequence {θr} con-
verging to θ∗, one has
lim sup
r
K=∗ (θr ) ⊂K(θ∗), (4.13)
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where
K=∗ (θr ) := cone
({(
ai(θr )
bi(θr )
)
, i ∈M=(θ∗);
(
0n
−1
)})
.
First, observe that (4.13) yields the existence of r0 ∈ N such that F=∗ (θr ) /= ∅ for
r  r0. In other case, there would exist a subsequence of {θr}, {θrs }, such that
(0n
1
) ∈
K=∗ (θrs ) for all s (see [4, Theorem 4.4]). So,
(0n
1
) ∈K(θ∗), contradicting the con-
sistency of σθ∗ . Moreover, since every point x ∈F(θ∗) obviously verifies a′x  b
for all
(
a
b
) ∈K(θ∗), (4.13) states that a′x  b for all (a
b
) ∈ lim suprK=∗ (θr ); i.e.,
F(θ∗) ⊂ lim infrr0 F=∗ (θr ), according to Lemma 2.2. Then Theorem 4.1 is ap-
plied to conclude the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗.
So, let {θr } be any sequence converging to θ∗ and let us see that (4.13) holds, in
two steps.
Step 1. If
Q=∗ (θr ) := cone
({(
ai(θr )
bi(θr )
)
, i ∈M=(θ∗)
})
, r = 1, 2, . . . ,
then lim supr Q=∗ (θr ) ⊂K(θ∗).
Let
(
a
b
) ∈ lim supr Q=∗ (θr ); i.e.,(
a
b
)
= lim
p
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λ
p
i
(
ai(θrp )
bi(θrp )
)
for certain subsequence of {θr}, {θrp }, and certain (λpi )i∈M=(θ∗) ∈ RM
=(θ∗)
+ , p = 1,
2, . . .. We shall see that
(
a
b
) ∈K(θ∗).
First, we consider the case in which the sequence {∑i∈M=(θ∗) λpi }p∈N is bounded.
Then, it has a subsequence, which we denote in the same way for the sake of brevity,
such that {λpi } is convergent to some λi  0, for each i ∈M=(θ∗). In this case,(
a
b
)
=
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λi
(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ∗)
)
∈K(θ∗).
Now, let us suppose that {∑i∈M=(θ∗) λpi }p∈N is unbounded. We may assume,
without loss of generality, that {∑i∈M=(θ∗) λpi } → +∞. Hence, writing γp :=∑
i∈M=(θ∗) λ
p
i , we have
lim
p
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λ
p
i
γp
(
ai(θrp )
bi(θrp )
)
= 0n+1.
For each i ∈M=(θ∗), since {λpi /γp}p∈N is bounded, it has a subsequence, denoted
in the same way, converging to some µi  0. Since M is finite, it is not restrictive to
assume that {λpi /γp}p∈N converges to µi, for each i ∈M=(θ∗). Then we have
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0n+1 =
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
µi
(
ai(θ
∗)
bi(θ∗)
)
and
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
µi = 1.
So, (µi)i∈M=(θ∗) ∈ θ∗ and(
a
b
)
= lim
p
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λ
p
i
(
ai(θrp )
bi(θrp )
)
= lim
p
γp
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λ
p
i
γp
(
ai(θrp )
bi(θrp )
)
∈K(θ∗),
since γp →+∞, {(λpi /γp)i∈M=(θ∗)}p∈N converges to (µi)i∈M=(θ∗) ∈ θ∗ , and
we can apply the current hypothesis.
Step 2. lim suprK=∗ (θr ) ⊂K(θ∗).
Let
(
a
b
) ∈ lim suprK=∗ (θr ), and write(
a
b
)
= lim
s
{(
as
bs
)
+ µs
(
0n
−1
)}
, (4.14)
with µs  0 and
(
as
bs
) ∈ Q=∗ (θrs ), s = 1, 2, . . . , for some subsequence of {θr }, {θrs }.
If the sequence {µs} is bounded, we may assume, without loss of generality, that
{µs} converges to certain µ  0. Then, (4.14) and the first step yield(
a
b
)
− µ
(
0n
−1
)
= lim
s
(
as
bs
)
∈ lim sup
r
Q=∗ (θr ) ⊂K(θ∗).
So,
(
a
b
) ∈K(θ∗). On the other hand, if the sequence {µs} is unbounded, we may
assume without loss of generality that µs > 0 for all s ∈ N and lims µs = +∞.
From (4.14) we obtain
0n+1 = lim
s
{
1
µs
(
as
bs
)
+
(
0n
−1
)}
and, so,(
0n
1
)
= lim
s
{
1
µs
(
as
bs
)}
∈ lim sup
r
Q=∗ (θr ) ⊂K(θ∗),
contradicting the consistency of σθ∗ . 
The final part of this section is devoted to the stability with respect to the right-
hand side. Theorem 6.1 in [4] establishes that several stability criteria (due to differ-
ent authors) turn out to be equivalent to the lower semicontinuity of the feasible set
mapping at a system (in Rn) of the type
σ = {a′t x  bt , t ∈ T }, (4.15)
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where T is an arbitrary (possibly infinite) index set, with no topological structure,
and with the parameter space of all the systems (4.15), which can be identified with
(Rn × R)T , being endowed with the uniform convergence topology. In particular,
the lower semicontinuity of the feasible set mapping at a consistent system σ is
equivalent to the conditions ‘σ is non-critical’ (in the sense of Tuy [9]) and ‘σ is
regular’ (in the sense of Robinson [6]). These two conditions can be interpreted in the
following way: small perturbations of the right-hand side of σ still yield consistent
systems. The following theorem analyzes the stability with respect to the right hand
side in the current context (1.1). Specifically, let us consider the parametric family
of systems, in Rn, given by
σθ =
{
a′ix  bi(θ), i ∈ M := {1, 2, . . . , m}
}
, θ ∈ , (4.16)
where ai ∈ Rn and bi(·) :  −→ R is continuous on , for each i ∈ M. In this
setting the feasible set mapping will be also represented by F.
Theorem 4.4. Consider the parametric family of systems (4.16), and let θ∗ ∈ c.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) F is lsc at θ∗;
(ii) θ∗ ∈ int(c);
(iii) (0n1 ) /∈ cone({( aibi (θ)), i ∈M=(θ∗)}) for every θ in a certain neighborhood of θ∗.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) is trivial.
(ii) ⇒ (i). Assuming (ii), let U be a neighborhood of θ∗ such that F|U =Fc|U .
Then, Theorem 4.2 trivially yields the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) is immediate from the characterization of the consistency of a system
in terms of its second moment cone; i.e., θ ∈ c if and only if
(0n
1
)
/∈ cl(Q(θ)) (see
[4, Theorem 4.4(i)]).
(iii) ⇒ (ii). Proceeding by contradiction, assume the existence of a sequence {θr}
converging to θ∗ and a sequence {λr} ⊂ RM+ such that(
0n
1
)
=
∑
i∈M
λri
(
ai
bi(θr )
)
, r = 1, 2, . . . . (4.17)
Pick an rS-element x of σθ∗ , and denote by F˜ : ⇒Rn the feasible set mapping
given by
F˜(θ) = {x ∈ Rn | a′ix  bi(θ), i ∈M=(θ∗)}.
From (iii), together with the equivalence (i) ⇔ (ii) (and appealing again to [4, The-
orem 4.4(i)]), F˜ turns out to be lsc at θ∗, which entails the existence of a sequence
{xr} converging to x, with xr ∈ F˜(θr ) for all r.
Multiplying both sides of (4.17) by (xr−1) we conclude, for each r ,∑
i /∈M=(θ∗)
λri (a
′
ix
r − bi(θr )) = −1 −
∑
i∈M=(θ∗)
λri (a
′
ix
r − bi(θr ))  −1.
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Now, by means of considering a suitable subsequence of {θr}, {θrk }, we conclude
the existence of an index i0 /∈M=(θ∗) such that a′i0xrk − bi0(θrk )  0, for all k.
Then, a′i0x − bi0(θ∗)  0, contradicting the choice of x. 
5. Stability of the carrier feasible set mapping
Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 underline the idea that the constraints which can prevent
the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗ ∈ c are those ones associated to indices i ∈
M=(θ∗). Thus, we shall pay a special attention to these constraints.
Theorem 5.1. Let θ∗ ∈ c. If F is lsc at θ∗, then F= is also lsc at θ∗.
Proof. Assume thatF is lsc at θ∗. Let {θr} ⊂  converging to θ∗ and u ∈F=(θ∗).
We have to establish the existence of a r0 ∈ N and a sequence {ur}rr0 ⊂ Rn con-
verging to u, such that ur ∈F=(θr ) for each r  r0 (see Lemma 2.1). SinceF=(θ∗)
is the affine hull of F(θ∗), there will exist x1, . . . , xp ∈F(θ∗), and λ1, . . . , λp ∈
R, such that
∑p
i=1 λi = 1 and u =
∑p
i=1 λixi . Applying again Lemma 2.1, we con-
clude the existence of a r0 ∈ N and, for each i = 1, . . . , p, a sequence {xi,r }rr0
converging to xi, such that xi,r ∈F(θr ) for r  r0. Then, u = limrr0 ur, where
ur :=∑pi=1 λixi,r ∈F=(θr ) for each r  r0. 
Example 3.1 shows that the necessary condition in the previous theorem is not
sufficient for the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗.
Next, we show that the lower semicontinuity of F= at θ∗ ∈ c turns out to be
an intermediate condition between the lower semicontinuity of F at θ∗ and the Z-
condition.
Theorem 5.2. Let θ∗ ∈ c. If F= is lsc at θ∗, then θ∗ satisfies the Z-condition.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction assuming that F= is lsc at θ∗ whereas the Z-
condition fails. Then, there exists {θr} ⊂ c converging to θ∗ such that M=(θr )\
M=(θ∗) /= ∅ for all r. Because of the finiteness of M , we can assume, without loss
of generality, that there exists i0 ∈M=(θr )\M=(θ∗), r = 1, 2, . . . . Let x be an arbi-
trary point ofF(θ∗). SinceF(θ∗) ⊂F=(θ∗), and applying the current hypothesis,
we are sure of the existence of {xr } converging to x such that xr ∈F=(θr ) for
all r. So, we have ai0(θr )′xr = bi(θr ), r = 1, 2, . . . , and, letting r →∞ we obtain
ai0(θ
∗)′x = bi0(θ∗). So, we attain the contradiction i0 ∈M=(θ∗). 
In the following theorem, devoted to characterize the lower semicontinuity of
F= at θ∗ ∈ c, we use the mapping F=0 : ⇒Rn, which assigns to each θ ∈ 
the solution set of the homogeneous system {ai(θ)′x = 0, i ∈M=(θ)}.
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Theorem 5.3. Given θ∗ ∈ c,F= is lsc at θ∗ if and only if the following conditions
hold:
(i) F=0 is lsc at θ∗;
(ii) For each sequence {θr} converging to θ∗,we haveF=(θ∗) ∩ lim infrr0 F=(θr )
/= ∅, for some r0 ∈ N.
Proof. Let us suppose thatF= is lsc at θ∗ and let {θr} ⊂  converging to θ∗. As an
immediate consequence of the lower semicontinuity of F= at θ∗, there must exist
r0 ∈ N such that θr ∈ c for all r  r0. In the rest of the proof we shall assume
(without loss of generality) that r0 = 1. In order to prove (i), we take u ∈F=0 (θ∗),
and we will find a sequence {ur } ⊂ Rn converging to u, such that ur ∈F=0 (θr ).
Pick an arbitrary element, x˜, of F=(θ∗), and let y˜ := x˜ + u ∈F=(θ∗). The cur-
rent assumption leads us to the existence of {xr } and {yr}, converging to x˜ and y˜,
respectively, with xr and yr both in F=(θr ) for all r . Putting ur := yr − xr , r =
1, 2, . . . , the sequence {ur} verify the aimed property. On the other hand, we have
F=(θ∗) ⊂ lim infrF=(θr ). So, (ii) holds.
Conversely, assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Let {θr} ⊂  converging to θ∗ and take
x˜ ∈F=(θ∗) ∩ lim infrr0 F=(θr ), which can be written x˜ = limrr0 xr , with xr ∈
F=(θr ), r  r0. Choose arbitrarily x ∈F=(θ∗). Then x − x˜ ∈F=0 (θ∗) and, thus,
there exists {ur}rr0 converging to x − x˜ with ur ∈F=0 (θr ) for all r  r0. Hence
x = limrr0(xr + ur) ∈ lim infrr0 F=(θr ). So, we conclude the lower semiconti-
nuity of F= at θ∗. 
Now we present two examples. The first one shows that condition (ii) is essential
in the previous theorem and, at the same time, the converse statement in Theorem
5.2 does not hold. The second one shows that the lower semicontinuity of F=0 is no
longer a sufficient condition for the Z-condition.
Example 5.1. Let us consider, for θ ∈  := R, the system, in R2,
σθ = {x1  1 − θ2, −x1  −1, θx1 + θ2x2  2θ, −θx1 − θ2x2  −2θ}.
For θ∗ = 0 we haveM=(θ∗) = {1, 2, 3, 4} andF=(θ∗) = {x ∈ R2 | x1 = 1},while
for θ /= 0 one hasM=(θ) = {3, 4} andF=(θ) = {x ∈ R2 | x1 + θx2 = 2}. It is im-
mediate that F=0 is lsc at θ∗ = 0 while F= is not.
Example 5.2. Let us consider, for θ ∈  := [0,+∞[, the system, in R2,
σθ = {x1  −θ, −x1  −θ, x1 + θx2  −1, −θx1 − θ2x2  θ}.
For θ∗ = 0 we have M=(θ∗) = {1, 2, 4} and F=0 (θ∗) = {x ∈ R2 | x1 = 0}, while
for θ > 0 one hasM=(θ) = {3, 4} andF=0 (θ) = {x ∈ R2 | x1 + θx2 = 0}. So, it is
immediate that F=0 is lsc at θ∗ = 0 while the Z-condition fails.
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We finish the section with a necessary condition for the lower semicontinuity of
F=0 at θ∗ ∈ c, which is obtained by weakening the statement of Theorem 4.2.
Proposition 5.1. Let θ∗ ∈ c, withM=(θ∗) /= ∅, and assume thatF=0 is lsc at θ∗.
Then, there exists a neighborhood of θ∗, U, such that, for all θ ∈ U,
rank({ai(θ), i ∈M=(θ)})  rank({ai(θ∗), i ∈M=(θ∗)}).
Proof. The aimed condition is equivalent to the existence of a neighborhood of
θ∗, U, such that dim(F=0 (θ))  dim(F=0 (θ∗)) for all θ ∈ U, which is a necessary
condition for the lower semicontinuity of F=0 at θ∗ (since any basis of F=0 (θ∗)
can be approached by a linearly independent set of F=0 (θ), for θ close enough to
θ∗). 
The following example shows that the converse statement does not hold.
Example 5.3. Let us consider the parametric family of systems, in R2, given by
σθ = {x1  −θ2, −x1  −θ2, θx2  0, −θx2  0}, θ ∈  = R.
For θ∗ = 0 we have M=(θ∗) = {1, 2, 3, 4}, while M=(θ) = {3, 4} for θ /= 0.
We may observe that rank({ai(θ), i ∈M=(θ)}) = rank({ai(θ∗), i ∈M=(θ∗)}) =
1 for all θ /= 0. However F=0 (0) = {0} × R, while F=0 (θ) = R × {0} for θ /= 0.
So, F=0 is not lsc at θ∗ = 0.
6. The semi-infinite case
The carrier index set does not play the same role in the semi-infinite case as in
the finite one. Roughly speaking, the reason that underlies in this fact is that there
may exist equality constraints which are consequences of the nominal system, and,
at the same time, none of the constraints of this system ‘hits’ the feasible set. In other
words, the affine hull of the feasible set does not always coincide with the solution
set of the carrier equality system.
Now, we shall consider a parametric family of systems, in Rn, given by
σθ := {at (θ)′x  bt (θ), t ∈ T },
where T is an arbitrary infinite index set, θ runs over a metric space, (, d), and
the functions at (·) and bt (·) are continuous on, for each t ∈ T . In this context, the
carrier index set is defined as
T=(θ) := {t ∈ T | at (θ)′x = bt (θ) for all x ∈F(θ)} .
In [4, Corollary 5.1.1] it is established that the Slater condition, for σθ , θ ∈ c,
is equivalent to the fact that T=(θ) = ∅.
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The following example shows that the Z-condition is not necessary for the lower
semicontinuity of Fc at θ∗ ∈ c in the semi-infinite case.
Example 6.1. Let us consider the parametric family of system in R2, given by,
σθ := {(θ − t)2x1 + 0x2  0, t ∈ [0, 1]}, θ ∈  = [0, 1].
For any θ ∈ c (= ) one has F(θ) = R+ × R and T=(θ) = {θ}. So, F is lsc
at any θ ∈  and, however, the Z-condition does not hold at any θ .
The Z-condition can be weakened in order to get a necessary condition for the
lower semicontinuity of Fc at θ∗ ∈ c. In fact, the following property holds.
Proposition 6.1. Let θ∗ ∈ c. If Fc is lsc at θ∗, then, for each finite subset T0 ⊂
T , there exists a neighborhood of θ∗, U, such that T=(θ) ∩ T0 ⊂T=(θ∗) for all
θ ∈ U ∩c.
Proof. Assume, proceeding by contradiction, that Fc is lsc at θ∗ and, at the same
time, there exist a finite subset T0 ⊂ T and a sequence {θr} ⊂ c, converging to θ∗,
such that, for each r ∈ N,T=(θr ) ∩ T0T=(θ∗). We can assume (taking a subse-
quence, if necessary) the existence of t0 ∈ T0 such that t0 ∈T=(θr )\T=(θ∗) for all
r. Pick x0 ∈F(θ∗) such that at0(θ∗)′x0 > bt0(θ∗), whose existence is guaranteed
since t0 /∈T=(θ∗). The lower semicontinuity ofFc at θ∗ ensures the existence of a
sequence, {xr}, converging to x0 such that xr ∈F(θr ), r = 1, 2, . . .. So, we have
at0(θ
∗)′x0 = lim
r
at0(θr )
′xr = lim
r
bt0(θr ) = bt0(θ∗),
which constitutes a contradiction. 
The following example shows that Theorem 4.2 does not hold in the semi-infinite
case.
Example 6.2. Let us consider the parametric family of systems, in R2, given by
σθ =

x1  0 (t = 1),
−x1  0 (t = 2),
θ2x2  − 1t (t = 3, 5, 7, . . .),
−θ2x2  − 1t (t = 4, 6, 8, . . .),
θ ∈  = R.
It is immediate that T=(θ) = {1, 2} for all θ ∈ . So, for any θ∗, θ ∈ c(= )
one has
rank({at (θ), t ∈T=(θ∗)}) = rank({at (θ∗), t ∈T=(θ∗)}) = 1.
However, Fc is not lsc at θ∗ = 0, since F(0) = {0} × R and F(θ) = {02} for all
θ /= 0.
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In the previous example we can observe that, for any θ /= 0, the affine hull of
F(θ), aff(F(θ)), does not coincide with the set {x ∈ Rn | at (θ)′x = bt (θ) for all
t ∈T=(θ)}.
Proposition 6.2 [4, Theorem 5.9(iii)]. Let θ ∈ c. If K(θ) is closed, then
aff(F(θ)) = {x ∈ Rn | at (θ)′x = bt (θ) for all t ∈T=(θ)} .
We can observe that, even under the additional hypothesis of the closedness of
K(θ) in a neighborhood of θ∗ ∈ c, Theorem 4.2 does not hold in the semi-infinite
case, as the following example shows.
Example 6.3. Let us consider the parametric family of systems, in R3, given by
σθ =

x3  0 (t = −1),
−x3  0 (t = 0),
1
t
x1 + θ2x2  0 if tθ4  1, t ∈ N,
θ4x1 + θ2x2  0 if tθ4 > 1, t ∈ N,
θ ∈  = R.
It is immediate that at (·) and bt (·) are continuous on for each t ∈ T = {−1, 0, 1,
2, . . .}. Moreover, K(θ) is closed (in fact, finitely generated) for all θ ∈ c (= ),
since each σθ is equivalent to a finite subsystem of itself. On the other hand, we have
F(0) = R+ × R×{0}, while
lim inf
r
F
(
1
r
)
= lim inf
r
{
x ∈ R3
∣∣∣∣∣ x1 + 1r2 x2  0,1
r2
x1 + x2  0, x3 = 0
}
= R2+ × {0}.
Hence, Fc is not lsc at θ∗ = 0. Moreover, T=(θ) = {−1, 0} for all θ ∈  (note
that the last block of constraints in the system does not appear when θ = 0), entail-
ing rank({at (θ), t ∈T=(θ∗)}) = rank({at (θ∗), t ∈T=(θ∗)}) = 1 for all θ ∈  (in
fact, the coefficient vectors involved do not depend on θ).
Next, in order to analyze the possible generalization of the results in the previous
section to the semi-infinite case, we directly define the carrier feasible set mapping,
F= : ⇒Rn, by means of
F=(θ) = aff(F(θ)),
assuming that aff(∅) = ∅. In the same way, the mapping F=0 : c⇒Rn will assign
to each θ ∈ c the linear subspace parallel to aff(F(θ)).
It can immediately be checked that Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 still stand in the semi-
infinite case, as well as their proofs. On the other hand, and because of Proposition
6.2, in the semi-infinite case we still have that Proposition 5.1 holds provided that
K(θ) is closed in a neighborhood of θ∗ ∈ c. The following example shows that
the last hypothesis is essential.
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Example 6.4. Let us consider the parametric family of systems, in R2, given by
σθ =

θ2x1  0 (t = 1),
−θ2x1  0 (t = 2),
x1  − 1t (t = 3, 5, 7, . . .),
−x1  − 1t (t = 4, 6, 8, . . .),
θ ∈  = R.
We can immediately check thatF(θ) =F=(θ) =F=0 (θ) = {0} × R, for all θ ∈
(= c), and, so,F=0 is trivially lsc at θ∗ = 0. On the other hand,T=(θ) = {1, 2},
for all θ ∈ . However, we have
rank({ai(θ), i ∈T=(θ)}) = 1 for all θ /= 0,
while
rank({ai(θ∗), i ∈T=(θ∗)}) = 0.
Observe that K(θ) is closed for all θ /= 0, whereas K(0) is not closed.
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